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ZARISKI’S CONJECTURE AND EULER-CHOW SERIES
XI CHEN AND E. JAVIER ELIZONDO
Abstract. We study the relations between the finite generation of
Cox ring, the rationality of Euler-Chow series and Poincare series and
Zariski’s conjecture on dimensions of linear systems. We prove that if
the Cox ring of a smooth projective variety is finitely generated, then all
Poincare series of the variety are rational. We also prove that the multi-
variable Poincare series associated to big divisors on a smooth projective
surface are rational, assuming the rationality of multi-variable Poincare
series on curves.
1. Introduction
Let X be a smooth projective variety. For an effective divisor D on X,
let us consider the subring
(1.1) R(X,D) =
∞⊕
n=0
H0(OX(nD))
of the cox ring Cox(X) of X [C] with associated formal power series
(1.2) RX,D(t) =
∞∑
n=0
h0(OX(nD))t
n
in Z[[t]]. We call RX,D the Poincare series associated to D.
We may think of RX,D as a sub-series of the Euler-Chow series of X in
codimension one, roughly given by
(1.3) EX =
∑
D∈Pic(X)
h0(OX(D))t
D.
For the precise definition of EX , we refer the readers to [E] and [CEY,
Definition 2.1].
The rationality of EX and its relation to the finite generation of Cox(X)
were studied in [KKT] and [CEY]. Here we ask some further questions on
Cox(X), EX , R(X,D) and RX,D:
Question 1.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety whose Picard group
Pic(X) is a free abelian group of finite rank. Are these statements true:
(1) Cox(X) is finitely generated if and only if EX is rational?
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(2) Cox(X) is finitely generated if and only if R(X,D) is finitely gener-
ated for every effective divisor D?
(3) R(X,D) is finitely generated if and only if RX,D is rational?
(4) EX is rational if and only if RX,D is rational for every effective
divisor D?
The answers to some of these questions are known: affirmative or negative;
some are still wide open. They are illustrated by the following diagram:
(1.4)
Cox(X) f.g. EX rational
R(X,D) f.g. ∀D RX,D rational ∀D
/
/
?
/
/
Remark 1.2. Here are a few comments:
(1) There are surfaces X with EX rational and Cox(X) not finitely gen-
erated [CEY]. Therefore,
(1.5) EX rational 6⇒ Cox(X) f.g.
(2) A subring of a noetherian ring is not necessarily noetherian. Even
if Cox(X) is a finitely generated C-algebra, its sub-algebras are not
necessarily finitely generated. However, we still have
(1.6) Cox(X) f.g.⇒ R(X,D) f.g. for all D
by Theorem 1.3. On the other hand, taking X to be the blowup of
P2 at 9 points in general position, one can easily show that R(X,D)
is finitely generated for every effective divisor D but Cox(X) is not
finitely generated. Therefore,
(1.7) R(X,D) f.g. for all D 6⇒ Cox(X) f.g.
(3) For a smooth projective surface X, RX,D is rational for every ef-
fective divisor D by Zariski’s conjecture [C-S] (see below). On the
other hand, Zariski found examples of D such that R(X,D) is not
finitely generated [C-S]. Therefore,
(1.8) RX,D rational 6⇒ R(X,D) f.g.
(4) Finally, we expect it to be true that
(1.9) EX rational ⇒ RX,D rational for all D effective;
yet it is by no means obvious to us. On the other hand,
(1.10) RX,D rational for all D 6⇒ EX rational
by taking X to be the blowup of P2 at 9 general points [KKT] and
[CEY] (see below).
Our first result is
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Theorem 1.3. For a Mori dream space (MDS) X over C, R(X,D) is a
finitely generated C-algebra for all Q-effective divisors D ∈ Pic(X); more
generally,
(1.11) R(X,D1,D2, ...,Dl) =
⊕
mi∈N
H0(OX(
l∑
i=1
miDi))
is a finitely generated C-algebra and
(1.12) M(X,D,D1,D2, ...,Dl) =
⊕
mi∈N
H0(OX(D +
l∑
i=1
miDi))
is a finitely generated module over R(X,D1,D2, ...,Dl) for all Q-effective
divisors D1,D2, ...,Dl ∈ Pic(X), all l ∈ Z
+ and all D ∈ Pic(X).
Y. Hu and S. Keel proved that for a smooth projective variety X whose
Pic(X) is a free abelian group of finite rank, Cox(X) is finitely generated if
and only if X is a MDS [H-K]. So the above theorem implies (1.6). Please
see §2 for the definition of MDS.
On surfaces, rationality of Poincare series is closely related to Zariski’s
conjecture on linear systems, proved by Cutkosky and Srinivas in [C-S]:
Theorem (Zariski’s Conjecture by Cutkosky-Srinivas). Let X be a smooth
projective surface over C and D be a divisor on X. Then there exist periodic
functions a(n), b(n) and c(n) such that
(1.13) h0(nD) = a(n)n2 + b(n)n+ c(n)
for n sufficiently large. In addition, a(n) and b(n) are constants if D is
effective.
It follows from (1.13) that RX,D is rational for every divisorD on a smooth
projective surface X. Indeed, (1.13) can be interpreted as
(1.14) δ3r (h
0(nD)) = 0
for n sufficiently large, where r ∈ Z+ is a constant and δr is the difference
operator defined by δr(f(n)) = f(n)− f(n− r). Note that
(1.15) (1− tr)RX,D(t) =
∑
δr(h
0(nD))tn.
Therefore,
(1.16) RX,D(t) =
f(t)
(1− tr)3
for some f(t) ∈ Z[t]. Furthermore, if D is effective, we have
(1.17) δ21δr(h
0(nD)) = 0
and hence
(1.18) RX,D(t) =
f(t)
(1− t)2(1− tr)
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for some f(t) ∈ Z[t]. It is basically the same discussion on [C-S, p. 535].
Zariski’s conjecture can be put in the following equivalent form:
Theorem (Zariski’s conjecture in terms of Poincare series). Let X be a
smooth projective surface over C and D be a divisor on X. Then RX,D is
given by (1.16) for arbitrary D and by (1.18) for effective D.
We want to generalize it to the Poincare series associated to multiple
divisors. Let
(1.19) RX,D1,D2,...,Dl(t1, t2, ..., tl) =
∑
mi∈N
h0(
l∑
i=1
miDi)t
m1
1 t
m2
2 ...t
ml
l
to be the (multi-variable) Poincare series associated to the divisors Di, as
a formal series in Z[[t1, t2, ..., tl]]. For induction purpose, we would also
introduce an addition divisor D and define
(1.20) MX,D,D1,D2,...,Dl(t1, t2, ..., tl) =
∑
mi∈N
h0(D +
l∑
i=1
miDi)t
m1
1 t
m2
2 ...t
ml
l .
As a generalization of Theorem 1, we expect the following to be true:
Conjecture 1.4. For all Q-effective divisors D,D1,D2, ...,Dl on a smooth
projective surface X over C,
(1.21) MX,D,D1,D2,...,Dl(t1, t2, ..., tl) =
f(t1, t2, ..., tl)
g(t1, t2, ..., tl)
is rational for some f, g ∈ Z[t1, t2, ..., tl] satisfying g(0, 0, ..., 0) = 1.
Of course, the above conjecture holds when X is a MDS by Theorem 1.3.
The main reason we study this conjecture is that we need it for the following:
Conjecture 1.5. Let X be a smooth projective surface over C whose Pic(X)
is a free abelian group of finite rank. Then EX is rational if and only if the
closed cone NE1(X) ⊂ H2(X,R) of pseudo-effective divisors on X is rational
polyhedral.
The “only if” part was proved in [KKT]. Actually, we have
(1.22) EX rational ⇒ NE
1(X) rational polyhedral
in all dimensions.
Proof of Conjecture 1.4 ⇒ Conjecture 1.5. Since NE1(X) is rational poly-
hedral, we can divide it into a union of rational simplicial cones
(1.23) NE1(X) = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ ... ∪ Sn
such that the intersections
(1.24) SI =
⋂
i∈I
Si
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are also rational simplicial for all I ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n}. Then
(1.25) EX =
∑
I⊂{1,2,...,n}
I 6=∅
(−1)|I|+1
∑
D∈SI∩H2(X,Z)
h0(D)tD.
So it suffices to show that the series
(1.26)
∑
D∈S∩H2(X,Z)
h0(D)tD
is rational for every rational simplicial cone S ⊂ NE1(X).
By Zariski decomposition, every rational extremal ray of NE1(X) is spanned
by an effective divisor of X. So S is spanned by
(1.27) S =
{
λ1F1 + λ2F2 + ...+ λaFa : λi ≥ 0
}
where Fi are effective divisors on X spanning the extremal rays of S. Since
S is a simplicial cone, every divisor D ∈ S ∩H2(X,Z) can be written in a
unique way as
(1.28) D = E +m1F1 +m2F2 + ...+maFa
for some
(1.29) E ∈ Λ = {λ1F1 + λ2F2 + ...+ λaFa : 0 ≤ λi < 1} ∩H
2(X,Z)
and m1,m2, ...,ma ∈ N. Clearly, Λ is a finite set. Then
(1.30)
∑
D∈S∩H2(X,Z)
h0(D)tD =
∑
E∈Λ
∑
mi∈N
h0(E +
∑
miFi)t
E+
∑
miFi
=
∑
E∈Λ
tEMX,E,F1,F2,...,Fa(t
F1 , tF2 , ..., tFa)
is rational by Conjecture 1.4. 
Unfortunately, we are not able to prove Conjecture 1.4 for all Q-effective
divisors Di. At the moment, we have a partial generalization of Zariski’s
conjecture, assuming the rationality of Poincare series of curves:
Conjecture 1.6. Let X be a smooth projective surface over C and let C
be a closed subscheme of X of pure dimension 1, supported on a divisor of
simple normal crossings (snc) on X. Let L1,L2, ...,La and D be line bundles
on C with Li numerically trivial. Then the formal power series
(1.31)
∑
m1,m2,...,ma∈N
hq(D ⊗ L⊗m11 ⊗ L
⊗m2
2 ⊗ ...⊗ L
⊗ma
a )t
m1
1 t
m2
2 ...t
ma
a
in Z[[t1, t2, ..., ta]] is rational, i.e., lies in Q(t1, t2, ..., ta), for all q ∈ N.
This conjecture is closely related to Mordell-Lang, formulated by Serge
Lang [L, Chap. 8, Sec. 8, p. 221]. A further study of 1.6 is planned in a
future paper. Assuming it, we can prove the following:
Theorem 1.7. Assuming Conjecture 1.6, (1.21) holds for all big divisors
D1,D2, ...,Dl and all divisors D on a smooth projective surface X over C.
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The paper is organized as follows: we will prove Theorem 1.3 in §2 and
Theorem 1.7 in §3. We work exclusively over complex numbers.
2. Sub Cox Rings of Mori Dream Spaces
In this section, we are going to prove Theorem 1.3. Let us first fix some
notations and go through some basic concepts.
Let Zk(X) be the free abelian group of codimension k cycles on X. A Q-
divisor (R-divisor) is a vector in Z1Q(X) = Z
1(X)⊗Q (Z1R(X) = Z
1(X)⊗R).
A divisor/Q-divisor/R-divisor D =
∑
xiDi is effective if xi ≥ 0 for all xi,
where Di are integral hypersurfaces of X. A divisor/Q-divisor/R-divisor D
is nef if DΓ ≥ 0 for all irreducible curves Γ ⊂ X. We say a divisor D movable
if |D| has no fixed part and a Q-divisor D Q-movable if aD is movable for
some positive integer a.
For D =
∑m
i=1 xiDi ∈ Z
k
R(X) with xi 6= 0 and Di reduced and irreducible,
the support of D is supp(D) =
∑m
i=1Di.
Considering the image of Zk(X) inH2k(X,R), we let Mov(X) and NM1(X)
be the smallest closed cones in H2(X,R) containing the images of movable
and nef divisors on X, respectively, and let NEk(X) = NEdimX−k(X) be the
smallest closed cone in H2k(X,R) containing the images of effective cycles
of codimension k. All cones in this paper are convex.
When we say a divisor/Q-divisor/R-divisor D belongs to one of the above
cones, we mean its image in H2(X,R) lies on the cone. For example, we
call D pseudo effective if D ∈ NE1(X), which means that the image of D in
H2(X,R) lies on the cone NE1(X).
Next, let us recall the concepts of Zariski decomposition [Z] and Mori
dream space [H-K].
Definition 2.1. Every pseudo effective Q-divisor D on a smooth projective
surface X can be uniquely written as
(2.1) D = P +N
in PicQ(X), where P and N are Q-divisors, P is nef, N is effective, supp(N)
has negatively definite intersection matrix and PN = 0. This is called the
Zariski decomposition of D.
Definition 2.2. A normal Q-factorial projective variety X is a Mori dream
space (MDS) if
MD1. Every nef divisor on X is semi-ample and the nef cone NM1(X) is
generated by finitely many semi-ample divisors.
MD2. There exists a finite collection of birational maps fi : Xi 99K X for
i = 1, 2, ...a such that fi is an isomorphism in codimension one, Xi
is Q-factorial, NM1(Xi) is generated by finitely many semi-ample
divisors and the moving cone of X is given by
(2.2) Mov(X) =
a⋃
i=1
(fi)∗NM
1(Xi).
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We need a version of Zariski decomposition in MDS. There are various
generalizations of Zariski decomposition to higher dimensions. For an effec-
tive Q-divisor D, one naive approach is to write nD as the sum of its moving
and fixed parts for n ∈ Z+ such that nD ∈ Pic(X) and then take the limit
as n→∞. More precisely, we let
(2.3)
F =
∑
G
(
inf
Q∈ΠD
νG(Q)
)
G
for ΠD =
{
Q ∈ Z1Q(X) effective : D −Q is Q-movable
}
where G runs over all integral (i.e. reduced and irreducible) divisors on X
and νG(Q) is the multiplicity of G in Q.
Lemma 2.3. For every effective Q-divisor D on a normal Q-factorial pro-
jective variety X with F defined by (2.3), F and ∆ = D − F are effective
R-divisors and ∆ ∈ Mov(X). If Mov(X) is rational polyhedral and every
Q-divisor in Mov(X) is Q-movable, then F is an effective Q-divisor.
Proof. Clearly, supp(F ) ⊂ supp(D). So νG(F ) = 0 for all but finitely many
G and F is an effective R-divisor. And since νG(F ) ≤ νG(D) for all G, ∆ is
also effective.
WLOG, let us assume that D is an effective divisor. Let us write
(2.4) nD = ∆n + Fn
in Pic(X) for all n ∈ Z+, where ∆n and Fn are the moving part and the
fixed part of |nD|, respectively. It is easy to see that
(2.5)
νG(Fab)
ab
≤ min
(
νG(Fa)
a
,
νG(Fb)
b
)
for all integral divisors G and a, b ∈ Z+ and
(2.6) F =
∑
G
(
inf
n
νG(Fn)
n
)
G.
So for every irreducible component G ⊂ supp(D), there exists an increasing
sequence {l(G, i) ∈ Z+ : i = 1, 2, ...} such that
(2.7) νG(F ) = lim
i→∞
νG(Fl(G,i))
l(G, i)
.
Let
(2.8) ni =
∏
G⊂supp(D)
1≤j≤i
l(G, i).
By (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7), we have
(2.9)
νG(Fn1)
n1
≥
νG(Fn2)
n2
≥ ... ≥ νG(F ) = lim
i→∞
νG(Fni)
ni
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for all components G ⊂ supp(D). In other words,
(2.10)
Fn1
n1
≥
Fn2
n2
≥ ... ≥ F = lim
i→∞
Fni
ni
in Z1R(X), where we write D1 ≤ D2 (D2 ≥ D1) if D2 −D1 is effective and
D1 < D2 (D2 > D1) if D1 ≤ D2 and D1 6= D2. It follows that
(2.11) ∆ = D − F = lim
i→∞
∆ni
ni
∈ Mov(X).
Suppose that Mov(X) is rational polyhedral and all Q-divisors in Mov(X)
are Q-movable. Let V be the closure of the set ΠD defined by (2.3). More
precisely, we let
(2.12) V =
{
Q =
N∑
i=1
xiGi : xi ≥ 0 ∈ Q and D −Q ∈Mov(X)
}
in RN = {(x1, x2, ..., xN )}, where G1, G2, ..., GN are the irreducible com-
ponents of supp(D). It is easy to see that V is a bounded closed convex
set. And since Mov(X) is rational polyhedral, V must be a rational convex
polyhedron. By (2.3), F ≤ Q for all Q ∈ V . So F is an extremal point of
V . It follows that F must be an effective Q-divisor. 
By the above lemma, every effective Q-divisor D can be written as
(2.13) D = ∆D + FD
with FD = F given by (2.3), where ∆D ∈ Mov(X) and FD are effective
R-divisors. Alternatively, as in the proof of lemma, we may define FD as
(2.14) FD = inf
nD∈Pic(X)
F|nD|
n
where F|nD| is the fixed part of the linear series |nD|.
When X is a MDS, Mov(X) is rational polyhedral and every Q-divisor in
Mov(X) is Q-movable by MD2 in 2.2. So ∆D and FD are effective Q-divisors
and ∆D is Q-movable.
Definition 2.4. Let V be a closed cone in Rn. For two points p, q ∈ V , we
say that p is more general than q or q is more special than p in V , written
as p ≻
V
q or q ≺
V
p, if there exists r > 0 such that rp − q ∈ V . We will
drop the notation V and write p ≻ q or q ≺ p if V is clear from the context.
Remark 2.5. Let V be a closed polyhedral cone in Rn. Let us recall that the
dimension r = dimV of V is the dimension of smallest linear subspace Λ
of Rn containing V and the interior V ◦ and the boundary ∂V of V are the
interior and the boundary of V in Λ, respectively. The faces of V are sub-
cones of V defined as follows: Let V = ∩j∈JVj be the intersection of finitely
many half spaces Vj with the corresponding hyperplane ∂Vj containing the
origin for j ∈ J . Then a face W of V is the cone ∩j∈I∂Vj ∩ V for a subset
I ⊂ J ; when I = ∅, W = V is regarded as the r-dimensional face of V itself.
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For every p ∈ V , there exists a unique face Wp of V such that p ∈ Wp
and p 6∈ W for any face W of V with W ( Wp. It is easy to see that p ≻ q
if and only if Wp ⊃Wq.
For a point q ∈ V , q 6∈W for any face W of V with W 6⊃ Wq; otherwise,
q ∈W ∩Wq (Wq. Therefore, there exists a minimal distance ε > 0 between
q and the faces W of V with W 6⊃Wq since V has only finitely many faces.
Then for all p ∈ V and ||p− q|| < ε, we obviously have Wp ⊃Wq and hence
p ≻ q. In other words, the set {p ∈ V : p ≻ q} is open in V for every point
q ∈ V . On the other hand, the set {p ∈ V : p ≺ q} is the union of all faces
W of V with W ⊂Wq and hence closed.
Lemma 2.6. Let X be a normal Q-factorial projective variety such that
Mov(X) is rational polyhedral and every Q-divisor in Mov(X) is Q-movable
and let D be an effective Q-divisor on X.
(1) For all R-divisors ∆̂ ∈ Mov(X) and F̂ > 0 satisfying that ∆D ≻ ∆̂
in Mov(X) and supp(FD) ⊃ supp(F̂ ),
(2.15) D̂ = ∆̂ + F̂ 6∈ Mov(X).
(2) For all Q-divisors ∆̂ ∈ Mov(X) and F̂ ≥ 0 satisfying that ∆D ≻ ∆̂
in Mov(X) and supp(FD) ⊃ supp(F̂ ),
(2.16) ∆
D̂
= ∆̂ and F
D̂
= F̂
for D̂ = ∆̂ + F̂ .
(3) For every effective Q-divisor E,
(2.17) lim
n→∞
∆nD+E
n
= ∆D and lim
n→∞
FnD+E
n
= FD.
In addition, there exists N ∈ N such that
(2.18) supp(FnD+E) ⊃ supp(FD),
(2.19) ∆nD+E ≻ ∆D
and
(2.20) FnD+E ≥ (n−N)FD
for all n ≥ N .
Proof of Lemma 2.6 (1). Otherwise, suppose that D̂ ∈ Mov(X).
First let us prove (2.15) for Q-divisors ∆̂ and F̂ . Since ∆D ≻ ∆̂ in Mov(X)
and supp(F̂ ) ⊂ supp(FD), there exists ε ∈ Q
+ such that ∆D−ε∆̂ ∈ Mov(X)
and εF̂ ≤ FD. Then
(2.21) D − (FD − εF̂ ) = (∆D − ε∆̂) + εD̂ ∈ Mov(X)
with 0 ≤ FD − εF̂ < FD, which contradicts the definition of FD.
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Next, let us deal with the general case that ∆̂ and F̂ are R-divisors. Let
(2.22)
W =
{
(∆, F ) : ∆D ≻ ∆ ∈Mov(X), F =
N∑
i=1
xiGi ≥ 0
and ∆ + F ∈ Mov(X)
}
in H2(X,R) × RN , where G1, G2, ..., GN are the irreducible components of
supp(FD). Since Mov(X) is a rational polyhedral cone, so is W . And since
(∆̂, F̂ ) ∈ W for F̂ 6= 0, W contains a point (∆′, F ′) ∈ H2(X,Q) ×QN with
F ′ 6= 0. We have proved such D′ = ∆′ + F ′ 6∈ Mov(X). Contradiction. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6 (2). By the definition of F
D̂
, we have F
D̂
≤ F̂ . Since
(2.23) ∆̂ + (F̂ − F
D̂
) = D̂ − F
D̂
= ∆
D̂
∈ Mov(X)
we must have F
D̂
= F̂ by (2.15) and hence (2.16) follows. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6 (3). Clearly,
(2.24) lim
n→∞
νG(FnD+E)
n
≤ lim
n→∞
νG(FnD) + νG(E)
n
= νG(FD)
for all integral divisors G. Let {ni : i ∈ Z
+} be an increasing sequence of
positive integers such that the limit
(2.25) F ′ = lim
i→∞
FniD+E
ni
≤ FD
exists. To prove (2.17), it suffices to show that F ′ = FD. Clearly,
(2.26) D − F ′ = lim
i→∞
niD + E − FniD+E
ni
∈ Mov(X)
and hence
(2.27) D − F ′ = ∆D + (FD − F
′) ∈ Mov(X).
It follows from (2.15) that F ′ = FD. This proves (2.17).
Clearly, (2.18) follows directly from (2.17). Combining (2.17) with the
argument in Remark 2.5, we obtain (2.19).
Let us choose N such that (2.18) and (2.19) hold for n ≥ N . Then
applying (2.16), we have
(2.28) FnD+E = FND+E + (n−N)FD
for all n ≥ N . This proves (2.20). 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.3.
Let us assume that D1,D2, ...,Dl are effective Q-divisors. Clearly,
(2.29) supp(Fm1D1+m2D2+...+mlDl) ⊂ supp(D1 +D2 + ...+Dl)
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for all mi ∈ N. Let X be a MDS whose moving cone Mov(X) is given by
(2.2). For every face A of one of the cones (fi)∗NM
1(Xi) and every effective
divisor B ∈ Z1(X) with B ≤ supp(
∑
Di), we define
(2.30)
VA,B =
{
(m1,m2, ...,ml) : mi ≥ 0 ∈ Q, ∆∑miDi ∈ A
◦
and supp(F∑miDi) = B
}
and let V A,B be the closure of VA,B in R
l. If VA,B 6= ∅, then by (2.16), V A,B
is the preimage of the rational polyhedral cone
(2.31)
{
∆+ F : ∆ ∈ A, F ≥ 0 and supp(F ) ⊂ supp(B)
}
⊂ H2(X,R)
under the map
(2.32) ϕ(m1,m2, ...,ml) =
l∑
i=1
miDi.
Therefore, V A,B is a rational polyhedral cone if VA,B 6= ∅.
Obviously, there are only finitely many pairs (A,B) and
(2.33) Nl =
⋃
A,B
(V A,B ∩ N
l)
with each V A,B ∩N
l being a submonoid of Nl. For each rational polyhedral
cone V ⊂ Rl, we let
(2.34)
R(X,V ) =
⊕
v∈V ∩Nl
H0(ϕ(v)) and
M(X,D, V ) =
⊕
v∈V ∩Nl
H0(D + ϕ(v))
be the subring and the submodule of R(X,D1, ...,Dl) andM(X,D,D1, ...,Dl),
respectively. Under these notations, we have
(2.35)
R(X,D1,D2, ...,Dl) =
∑
A,B
R(X,V A,B) and
M(X,D,D1,D2...,Dl) =
∑
A,B
M(X,D, V A,B).
Thus, to prove the finite generation of R(X,D1, ...,Dl) andM(X,D,D1, ...,Dl),
it suffices to show the same for R(X,V ) and M(X,D, V ) with V = V A,B.
That is, it comes down to proving
(2.36)
R(X,V ) is a finitely generated C-algebra and
M(X,D, V ) is a finitely generated module over R(X,V )
for each V = V A,B.
Each cone V = V A,B has the following properties:
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• Since A is a face of (fi)∗NM
1(Xi) for some i, we may assume that
A ⊂ NM1(X) after replacing X by Xi. And since every nef divisor
on X is semi-ample, we have
(2.37) ∆ϕ(v) is semi-ample for all v ∈ VQ.
• By (2.30), we have
(2.38) Fϕ(v1+v2) = Fϕ(v1) + Fϕ(v2) for all v1,v2 ∈ VQ.
We can further divide each V A,B into a finite union of rational simplicial
cones. So it suffices to prove (2.36) for every rational simplicial cone V ⊂ Rl
satisfying (2.37) and (2.38).
Let us choose a set of generators v1,v2, ...,vr for the rational simplicial
cone V such that
• V = {x1v1 + x2v2 + ...+ xrvr : xi ≥ 0}, dimV = r − 1,
• vi ∈ V ∩ Z
l, Li = ϕ(vi) ∈ Pic(X),
• ∆Li is base point free, FLi is effective and
(2.39) FL1+L2+...+Lr = FL1 + FL2 + ...+ FLr
for i = 1, 2, ..., r. Note that (2.38) and (2.39) are actually equivalent by
(2.16).
Every v ∈ V ∩ Nl can be written in a unique way as
(2.40) v = u+ n1v1 + n2v2 + ...+ nrvr
for some ni ∈ N and some
(2.41) u ∈ Λ = {x1v1 + x2v2 + ...+ xrvr : 0 ≤ xi < 1} ∩ N
l.
Then we can rewrite (2.34) as
(2.42)
R(X,V ) =
⊕
u∈Λ
n1,n2,...,nr∈N
H0(ϕ(u) +
r∑
i=1
niLi) and
M(X,D, V ) =
⊕
u∈Λ
n1,n2,...,nr∈N
H0(D + ϕ(u) +
r∑
i=1
niLi).
The finite generation of R(X,V ) and M(X,D, V ) will follow if there exists
a number N such that the maps
(2.43)
H0(ϕ(u) +
r∑
i=1
niLi)⊗H
0(Lj) H
0(ϕ(u) +
r∑
i=1
niLi + Lj)
H0(D + ϕ(u) +
r∑
i=1
niLi)⊗H
0(Lj) H
0(D + ϕ(u) +
r∑
i=1
niLi + Lj)
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are surjective for 1 ≤ j ≤ r, u ∈ Λ, n1, n2, ..., nr ∈ N and nj ≥ N . Note
that Λ is a finite set.
It suffices to prove the following:
Proposition 2.7. Let X be a normal Q-factorial projective variety such that
Mov(X) is rational polyhedral and every Q-divisor in Mov(X) is Q-movable
and let L1, L2, ..., Lr be effective cartier divisors on X such that
(2.44)
∆Li is base point free, H
0(OX(FLi)) 6= 0 for i = 1, 2, ..., r and
FL1+L2+...+Lr = FL1 + FL2 + ...+ FLr .
For every divisor L ∈ Pic(X), there exists N ∈ N such that the map
(2.45) H0(L+
r∑
i=1
niLi)⊗H
0(Lj) H
0(L+
r∑
i=1
niLi + Lj)
is surjective for 1 ≤ j ≤ r, n1, n2, ..., nr ∈ N and nj ≥ N .
Proof. We argue by induction on r. For every a ∈ Z+, by applying the
induction hypothesis to (L1, ..., L̂m, ..., Lr , L+ kLm) for each m = 1, 2, ..., r
and k = 0, 1, ..., a − 1, we can find Na > a such that the map (2.45) is
surjective for 1 ≤ j ≤ r, n1, n2, ..., nr ∈ N, nj ≥ Na and min{ni} < a. So it
suffices to prove (2.45) for some a and all n1, n2, ..., nr ≥ a.
If L +
∑
niLi is not effective for all ni ∈ N, there is nothing to prove.
Otherwise, L+ b
∑
Li is effective for b sufficiently large. And by (2.18) and
(2.19), we can find b ∈ N such that
(2.46)
supp(FL+b(L1+L2+...+Lr)) ⊃ supp(FL1+L2+...+Lr)
∆L+b(L1+L2+...+Lr) ≻ ∆L1+L2+...+Lr .
By our hypothesis (2.39), we have
(2.47)
supp(FL1+L2+...+Lr) = supp(FL1) + supp(FL2) + ...+ supp(FLr)
∆L1+L2+...+Lr = ∆L1 +∆L2 + ...+∆Lr .
Consequently,
(2.48) FL+n1L1+n2L2+...+nrLr ≥
r∑
i=1
(ni − b)FLi
for all n1, n2, ..., nr ≥ b. It follows that
(2.49) H0(L+
r∑
i=1
niLi) = H
0((L+ b
r∑
i=1
Li) +
r∑
i=1
(ni − b)∆Li)
for all n1, n2, ..., nr ≥ b. So (2.45) becomes
(2.50)
H0(G+
r∑
i=1
(ni − b)∆Li)⊗H
0(∆Lj ) H
0(G+
r∑
i=1
(ni − b)∆Li +∆Lj)
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for G = L+ b(L1+L2+ ...+Lr) with ∆Li base point free by our hypothesis.
Let pi be the morphism
(2.51) X P =
r∏
i=1
PH0(∆Li)
∨pi
given by the linear series |∆L1 | × |∆L2 | × ...× |∆Lr |. Then
(2.52) H0(G+
r∑
i=1
mi∆Li) = H
0(pi∗OX(G)⊗OP (m1,m2, ...,mr))
for mi ∈ N, where OP (m1,m2, ...,mr) is the line bundle on P such that
pi∗OP (m1,m2, ...,mr) = OX(m1∆L1 +m2∆L2 + ...+mr∆Lr).
By Serre vanishing, we can find c, d, e ∈ N such that the map
(2.53) OP (c, c, ..., c)
⊕e F (d, d, ..., d)
and the induced map
(2.54) H0(OP (c+m1, ..., c +mr))
⊕e H0(F (d +m1, ..., d +mr))
are surjections for all mi ∈ N, where F = pi∗OX(G). Then we see that
(2.55)
H0(pi∗OX(G)⊗OP (d1, d2, ..., dr))⊗H
0(OP (m1,m2, ...,mr))
H0(pi∗OX(G)⊗OP (d1 +m1, d2 +m2, ..., dr +mr))
is surjective for all di ≥ d,mi ∈ N by the diagram
(2.56)
H0(OP (ci))
⊕e ⊗H0(OP (mi)) H
0(OP (ci +mi))
⊕e
H0(F (di))⊗H
0(OP (mi)) H
0(F (di +mi))
where we write
(2.57)
ci = di + (c− d),
OP (ci) = OP (c1, c2, ..., cr),
OP (mi) = OP (m1,m2, ...,mr),
OP (ci +mi) = OP (c1 +m1, c2 +m2, ..., cr +mr),
F (di) = F (d1, d2, ..., dr) and
F (di +mi) = F (d1 +m1, d2 +m2, ..., dr +mr).
Then (2.50) follows from (2.55) for ni−b ≥ d. It suffices to take a = b+d. 
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3. Zariski’s Conjecture and Rationality of Poincare Series
3.1. Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.7. We are going to prove Theo-
rem 1.7 in this section. Here is an outline of our proof:
• First, we prove it for all Di big and nef, assuming Conjecture 1.6.
Here we follow closely the argument of Cutkosky and Srinivas [C-S]
(see also [G]).
• Next, we prove it for all Di = Pi +Ni satisfying
(3.1)
(∑
Pi
)(∑
Ni
)
= 0
where Di = Pi + Ni is the Zariski decomposition of Di. We call
D1,D2, ...,Dl have compatible Zariski decomposition if (3.1) holds.
• Finally, we reduce the case Di big to (3.1) using the theory of aug-
mented and restricted base loci [ELMN] and some elementary convex
geometry.
3.2. Reduction to Conjecture 1.6. Suppose that all Di are big and nef.
Let us argue by induction on l.
For each N ∈ N, we can write
(3.2)
MX,D,D1,D2,...,Dl(t) =
∑
m1,m2,...,ml≥N
h0(D +
∑
miDi)t
m
+
∑
I⊂{1,2,...,l}
I 6=∅
(−1)|I|+1
∑
mi<N
i∈I
h0(D +
∑
miDi)t
m
where t = (t1, t2, ..., tl) and t
m = tm11 t
m2
2 ...t
ml
l .
For each I ⊂ {1, 2, ..., l} and I 6= ∅, we have
(3.3)
∑
mi<N
i∈I
h0(D +
∑
miDi)t
m
=
∑
mi<N
i∈I
∏
i∈I
tmii
( ∑
mj∈N
j 6∈I
h0((D +
∑
i∈I
miDi) +
∑
j 6∈I
mjDj)
∏
j 6∈I
t
mj
j
)
By induction on l, we may assume that
(3.4)
∑
mj∈N
j 6∈I
h0((D +
∑
i∈I
miDi) +
∑
j 6∈I
mjDj)
∏
j 6∈I
t
mj
j
is rational. Therefore,
(3.5)
∑
mi<N
i∈I
h0(D +
∑
miDi)t
m
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is rational for all N ∈ N and I 6= ∅ ⊂ {1, 2, ..., l}. So, to prove the rationality
of MX,D,D1,D2,...,Dl(t), it suffices to show the rationality of
(3.6)
∑
m1,m2,...,ml≥N
h0(D +
∑
miDi)t
m1
1 t
m2
2 ...t
ml
l
for some N . In other words, we can “chop off” the part of the series
MX,D,D1,D2,...,Dl(t) of degree < N in one of ti. Of course, we want to choose
N sufficiently large.
Since Di are nef, there exists an ample divisor A on X such that
(3.7) Hn(X,A +D +
∑
miDi) = 0
for all n ≥ 1 and mi ≥ 0. If one applies Kwamata-Viehweg vanishing (cf.
[E-V]), it suffices to choose A such that −KX + A +D is ample. Alterna-
tively, (3.7) follows from Fujita’s vanishing on surfaces, which works in any
characteristic [F].
Since Di are big, there exists m ∈ Z
+ such that
(3.8) H0(X,m
∑
Di −A) 6= 0.
Let C ∈ |m
∑
Di −A|. Then we have a short exact sequence
(3.9)
OX(A+D +
∑
(mi −m)Di)
0 OX(D +
∑
miDi − C) OX(D +
∑
miDi)
OC(D +
∑
miDi) 0.
For mi ≥ m, (3.7) and (3.9) induce isomorphisms
(3.10) Hn(OX (D +
∑
miDi)) H
n(OC(D +
∑
miDi))
≃
when n ≥ 1.
We write C = C0 + C1 such that Ci are effective, C0
∑
Di = 0 and
Γ
∑
Di > 0 for all irreducible components Γ of C1. Then by the exact
sequence
(3.11)
0 OC1(D +
∑
miDi − C0) OC(D +
∑
miDi)
OC0(D +
∑
miDi) 0,
we see that
(3.12)
Hn(OX(D +
∑
miDi)) H
n(OC(D +
∑
miDi))
Hn(OC0(D +
∑
miDi))
≃
≃
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for n ≥ 1 and min(m1,m2, ...,ml) >> 1. Replacing C by C0, we have
C
∑
Di = 0 and (3.10).
In conclusion, there exist N ∈ Z+ and an effective divisor C such that
(3.13)
∑
CDi = 0 and
hn(OX(D +
∑
miDi)) = h
n(OC(D +
∑
miDi))
for n ≥ 1 and m1,m2, ...,ml ≥ N .
Obviously, the rationality of (3.6) follows from the rationality of
(3.14)
∑
m1,m2,...,ml≥N
hn(OX(D +
∑
miDi))t
m1
1 t
m2
2 ...t
ml
l
=
∑
m1,m2,...,ml≥N
hn(OC(D +
∑
miDi))t
m1
1 t
m2
2 ...t
ml
l
for all n ≥ 1, combined with Riemann-Roch. Furthermore, since C is sup-
ported on the union C of integral curves Γ with ΓDi = 0 and there exists
a birational morphism f : X ′ → X such that f−1(C) has simple normal
crossings, we may assume that C has snc support after replacing X by X ′.
Therefore, the rationality of (3.14) follows from Conjecture 1.6.
At the moment, Conjecture 1.6 is out of reach for us. It was proved in
[C-S, Theorem 8] for a = 1, as consequence of a key result of Cutkosky and
Srinivas [C-S, Theorem 7]:
Theorem (Cutkosky-Srinivas). Let G be a connected commutative algebraic
group defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0. Suppose
that x ∈ G(k) such that the cyclic subgroup 〈x〉 = {n · x|n ∈ Z} is Zariski
dense in G. Then any infinite subset of 〈x〉 is Zariski dense in G.
This is a deep result and, in our opinion, the most crucial step of Cutkosky
and Srinivas’ proof of Zariski’s conjecture. Unfortunately, we are unable
to generalize this to prove Conjecture 1.6, even under the assumption of
Mordell-Lang. A further discussion of this conjecture is planned in a future
paper.
In summary, this proves Theorem 1.7 when Di are big and nef, assuming
Conjecture 1.6. For Di big but not necessarily nef, we are going to use
Zariski’s decomposition to reduce it to the nef case just as in [C-S].
3.3. Zariski decomposition via stable loci. A more contemporary in-
terpretation of (2.1) [ELMN] is
(3.15)
supp(N) = B−(D) =
⋃
A
B(D +A)
=
⋃
A
(⋂
m
Bs(m(D +A))
)
where A runs over all ample Q-divisors, m runs over all positive integers
such that m(D + A) is integral, Bs(L) is the base locus of the linear series
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|L|, B(L) is called the stable locus of L and B−(L) is called the restricted
base locus of L.
When D is big in (2.1), P is big and
(3.16)
supp(N) = B−(D) ⊂ B+(D) =
⋂
A
B(D −A)
= B+(P ) =
⋃
C⊂X integral curve
PC=0
C
where A runs over all ample Q-divisors and B+(L) is called the augmented
base locus of L [ELMN, Example 1.11].
Both restricted and augmented base loci can be defined for R-divisors
[ELMN]. When we define B−(D) or B+(D) for R-divisors D, we choose the
corresponding R-ample divisor A such that D +A or D −A is a Q-divisor.
The same statements (3.15) and (3.16) hold for big R-divisors on a smooth
projective surface [ELMN, Example 3.4].
Lemma 3.1. Let D be a big R-divisor on a smooth projective surface X with
Zariski decomposition D = P + N . There exists ε > 0 such that for every
R-divisor D′ = P ′ + N ′ on X satisfying ||D − D′|| < ε, PN ′ = P ′N = 0
and supp(N) ⊂ supp(N ′), where D′ = P ′ +N ′ is the Zariski decomposition
of D′ and ||F || is the Euclidean norm on H2(X,R).
Proof. By [ELMN, Corollary 1.6], there exists ε1 > 0 such that
(3.17) B+(D
′) ⊂ B+(D)
for all D′ satisfying ||D −D′|| < ε1. Therefore,
(3.18) supp(N ′) ⊂ B+(D
′) ⊂ B+(D) = B+(P )
and hence PN ′ = 0.
Since B−(D) = supp(N) is a scheme (it is a countable union of irreducible
subvarieties of X in general), there exists an ample R-divisor A such that
B−(D) = B(D+A). Then there exists ε2 > 0 such that A+F is ample for
all R-divisors F satisfying ||F || < ε2. It follows that
(3.19)
supp(N) = B−(D) = B(D +A)
= B(D′ +A+ (D −D′)) ⊂ B−(D
′) = supp(N ′)
⊂ B+(D
′) = B+(P
′)
for all D′ satisfying ||D −D′|| < ε2 and hence P
′N = 0.
It suffices to take ε = min(ε1, ε2) to finish the proof of the lemma. 
Now let us prove the theorem under the hypothesis (3.1).
Let s be a positive integer such that sPi and sNi are integral for all
i = 1, 2, ..., l. We write mi = sqi + ri for qi ∈ N and 0 ≤ ri < s. Then
(3.20)
MX,D,D1,D2,...,Dl(t) =
∑
0≤ri<s
tr11 t
r2
2 ...t
rl
l MX,D+
∑
riDi,sD1,sD2,...,sDl(t
s)
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where ts = (ts1, t
s
2, ..., t
s
l ). So this reduces it to the case that Pi and Ni are
integral.
By Lemma 3.1, there exists n ∈ Z+ such that the Zariski decomposition
(3.21) D + n
∑
i∈l
Di = P +N
satisfies that
(3.22)
(
P +
∑
Pi
)(
N +
∑
Ni
)
= 0.
Therefore,
(3.23) h0(D +
∑
miDi) = h
0((D + n
∑
Di) +
∑
(mi − n)Pi)
for m1,m2, ...,ml ≥ n. Since we have prove the theorem for Di nef,
(3.24)
∑
m1,m2,...,ml≥n
h0(D +
∑
miDi)t
m1
1 t
m2
2 ...t
ml
l
=
∑
m1,m2,...,ml≥n
h0((D + n
∑
Di) +
∑
(mi − n)Pi)t
m1
1 t
m2
2 ...t
ml
l
is rational. This proves the theorem under the hypothesis (3.1).
3.4. Zariski decomposition chambers. Finally, let us reduce the general
case to (3.1). Let W ⊂ H2(X,R) be the cone generated by D1,D2, ...,Dl.
For every nonzero R-divisor D ∈W , D is big and B−(D) is a union of curves
contained in
(3.25) B−(D) ⊂ B+(D) ⊂
l⋃
i=1
B+(Di) = G
where G is a reduced effective divisor on X. For every effective divisor
Γ ≤ G, we let WΓ be the set of D ∈ W such that B−(D) = Γ. Then WΓ
is a (not necessarily closed) cone. We claim that its closure WΓ is rational
polyhedral.
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a smooth projective surface, W ⊂ H2(R) be a cone
generated by finitely many big divisors on X, Γ be a reduced effective divisor
and WΓ be the set of D ∈W such that B−(D) = Γ. Then WΓ is a rational
polyhedral cone.
Proof. There is nothing to prove if WΓ = ∅. Suppose that WΓ 6= ∅. We
claim that
(3.26) WΓ = {D ∈W : D = P +N, PΓ = 0, supp(N) ⊂ Γ}
where D = P +N is the Zariski decomposition of D.
We choose some D′ = P ′ + N ′ ∈ WΓ. For each D = P + N ∈ W
satisfying PΓ = 0 and supp(N) ⊂ Γ, D and D′ have compatible Zariski
decompositions and hence sD + tD′ has Zariski decomposition
(3.27) sD + tD′ = (sP + tP ′) + (sN + tN ′) ∈WΓ
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for all s, t > 0. This shows that D ∈WΓ.
On the other hand, for every R-divisor D = P + N ∈ WΓ, we can find
ε > 0 as in Lemma 3.1 such that PN ′ = 0 and supp(N) ⊂ supp(N ′) for
all D′ = P ′ + N ′ satisfying ||D − D′|| < ε. Clearly, we can find D′ ∈ WΓ
such that ||D−D′|| < ε and it follows that PΓ = 0 and supp(N) ⊂ Γ. This
proves (3.26).
Let ΛΓ be the linear subspace of H
2(X,R) spanned by the irreducible
components of Γ and let σΓ : H
2(X,R)→ H2(X,R)×H2(X,R) be the map
given by the projections of H2(X,R) to ΛΓ and Λ
⊥
Γ under the cup product.
That is,
(3.28)
σΓ(D) = (F1, F2) for D = F1 + F2 with F1 ∈ ΛΓ and
F2E = 0 for all E ∈ ΛΓ.
Note that since we assume that WΓ 6= ∅, the components of Γ have negative
definite self-intersection matrix. So the decomposition D = F1+F2 is unique
for each D ∈ H2(X,R) and σΓ is well defined.
Obviously, σΓ is Q-linear. Namely, it is induced by the corresponding
linear map H2(X,Q)→ H2(X,Q)×H2(X,Q).
We let SΓ be the cone in H
2(X,R) generated by the irreducible compo-
nents of Γ and let TG be the cone in H
2(X,R) given by
(3.29) TG = {D : DC ≥ 0 for all irreducible components C ⊂ G}
where G is given by (3.25) with Di the generators of W .
Clearly, both SΓ and TG are rational polyhedral cones. And since σΓ is
Q-linear, σ−1Γ (SΓ × TG) is also a rational polyhedral cone. We claim that
(3.30) WΓ =W ∩ σ
−1
Γ (SΓ × TG).
Obviously, this implies that WΓ is rational polyhedral since both W and
σ−1Γ (SΓ × TG) are. It remains to justify (3.30).
By (3.26), σΓ(D) ∈ SΓ × TG for all D ∈WΓ.
On the other hand, for every D ∈W ∩ σ−1Γ (SΓ × TG), we have
(3.31) D = P +N = F1 + F2
where D = P +N is the Zariski decomposition of D with supp(N) ⊂ G, F1
is R-effective with supp(F1) ⊂ Γ, F2E = 0 and F2C ≥ 0 for all irreducible
components E ⊂ Γ and C ⊂ G. Let us write
(3.32) N − F1 = A−B
for R-effective divisors A and B such that supp(A) and supp(B) have no
common components. Then supp(A) ⊂ supp(N), supp(B) ⊂ Γ and
(3.33) P +A = F2 +B.
The components of supp(N) and Γ have negative definite self-intersection
matrices, respectively. Therefore, A2 ≤ 0, B2 ≤ 0 and the equalities hold if
and only if A = 0 and B = 0, respectively.
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Since P is nef and supp(A) and supp(B) have no common components,
PB ≥ 0, AB ≥ 0 and hence
(3.34) 0 ≤ (P +A)B = (F2 +B)B = B
2.
Therefore, B = 0 and
(3.35) P +A = F2.
Since F2C ≥ 0 for all components C ⊂ G and supp(A) ⊂ supp(N) ⊂ G,
F2A ≥ 0 and hence
(3.36) 0 ≤ F2A = (P +A)A = A
2.
Therefore, A = 0. In conclusion, P = F2, N = F1 and D = P + N ∈ WΓ
by (3.26). This proves (3.30). 
We write ϕ(a1, a2, ..., al) =
∑
aiDi for ai ∈ R and let VΓ = ϕ
−1(WΓ).
Then
(3.37) MX,D,D1,D2,...,Dl(t) = h
0(D) +
∑
Γ≤G
∑
v∈VΓ∩Zl
h0(D + ϕ(v))tv
where we write v = (m1,m2, ...,ml) and t
v = tm11 t
m2
2 ...t
ml
l . So it suffices to
show that
(3.38)
∑
v∈VΓ∩Zl
h0(D + ϕ(v))tv
is rational for all Γ ≤ G. For VΓ with empty interior, we can prove that
(3.38) is rational by induction hypothesis on l. If VΓ has nonempty interior,
(3.39)
∑
v∈VΓ∩Zl
h0(D + ϕ(v))tv =
∑
v∈V Γ∩Zl
h0(D + ϕ(v))tv
−
∑
v∈(V Γ−VΓ)∩Zl
h0(D + ϕ(v))tv
Note that V Γ−VΓ is a finite union of cones with empty interior. So the sec-
ond term on the right hand side of (3.39) is rational by induction hypothesis.
It comes down to showing the rationality of
(3.40)
∑
v∈V Γ∩Zl
h0(D + ϕ(v))tv .
By Lemma 3.1, we can show that for every pair of Q-divisors D1,D2 ∈WΓ,
P1N2 = P2N1 = 0 under the Zariski decomposition Di = Pi +Ni.
As before, by dividing V Γ into a union of rational simplicial cones, we
can reduce the rationality of (3.40) to that of
(3.41)
∑
v∈S∩Zl
h0(D + ϕ(v))tv
for all rational simplicial cones S ⊂ V Γ.
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Suppose that S is generated v1,v2, ...,vl ∈ Z
l over R. Then
(3.42)
(∑
P̂i
)(∑
N̂i
)
= 0
for the Zariski decompositions ϕ(vi) = P̂i + N̂i.
We have
(3.43)
∑
v∈S∩Zl
h0(D + φ(v))tv
=
∑
u∈Λ
tu
∑
mi∈N
h0((D + ϕ(u)) +
∑
miϕ(vi))t
∑
mivi
where
(3.44) Λ =
{ l∑
i=1
λivi : 0 ≤ λi < 1
}
∩ Zn.
This reduces it to the case (3.1).
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